Ref: 2/3/32 – 267
Date: 25 July 2017

The Permanent Mission of the United Arab Emirates to the United Nations and other International Organizations in Geneva presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Committee on the elimination of racial discrimination (CERD), and with reference to the consideration of the UAE eighteenth to twenty-first periodic reports, due to take place on 7-8 August 2017, has the honour to forward the list of the delegation of the United Arab Emirates which will participate in the above-mentioned consideration.

The Permanent Mission of the United Arab Emirates avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, the assurances of its highest consideration.

Annex:
- Copy of the names of the delegation (electronic + hard)

The Secretary
Committee on the elimination of racial discrimination (CERD)
Office of the High Commissioner for human rights
Geneva

---------------------------------------------

Secretariat of the Committee on the elimination of racial discrimination (CERD)

Tel: +41 22 918 0000 | Fax: +41 22 734 5562 | 56, rue Moillebeau - 1209 Genève | Switzerland
List of the official delegation of the United Arab Emirates to the 93rd session of the CERD
31 July-25 August 2017

1- H.E. Dr Abdulrahim Yousif Mohamed Saleh ALAWADHI, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & International Cooperation [Head of Delegation]
2- H.E. Obaid Salem Saeed ALZAABI, Ambassador / Permanent Representative, UAE Mission – Geneva
3- Mr Mubarak Mohamed Mubarak Mohamed ALHAMMAIDI, Ministry of Foreign Affairs & International Cooperation
4- Mr Rashed Ahmed Abdulla Alamash ALTENEBI, Acting Executive Director of the National Tolerance Programme
5- Ms Houria Mohamed Ghuloum Mahmoud ALZAROONI, Ministry of Human Resources & Emiratisation
6- Dr Aishah Mohamed Sohail Khameis ALSEREDDI, Director of Primary Health Care, Ministry of Health & Prevention
7- Dr. Jamal Saif Salem Fares AL-ALI, Director of the Legal Affairs Department, Ministry of Interior
8- Mr Abdulrahman Jasem Salem Rubaya ALDAHERI, Head of the Local Coordination Section at the Human Rights Department, Ministry of Interior
9- Mr Hussain Saeed Abdulla Ahmad ALSHAIKh, Assistant Under-Secretary for Social Care, Ministry of Social Affairs
10- Ms Fawzia Mohammad Saeed Mohammad A BADRI, Ministry of Education
11- Mr Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed ALHAMMAIDI, Ministry of Justice
12- Ms Maryam Mohammed Abdulla MOHAMMED, General Women Union
13- Ms Maryam Sallam Saeed ALMENHERI, General Women Union
14- Mr Saeed Mohamed Ali Abdulrahman ALMARZOOQI, Second Secretary, UAE Mission- Geneva
15-Ms Reema Ibrahim Ali ALMANNAEE ALSHARJI, Second Secretary, UAE Mission - Geneva
16-Mr Saceed Ahmed Mohamed Aljarwan ALSHAMSI, Third Secretary, UAE Mission - Geneva
17-Dr Ahmed AOUED, Legal Advisor, UAE Mission - Geneva